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Guardians of
Cavity Island

here was once a strange and
abandoned wobbly island. It
was made of jell-o. Above the
island were cotton candy clouds
that filled fruit-scented, bluestreaked black skies and once a year
the sky turned completely blue.
The stars were every color of the
rainbow and there were two moons
that looked like two different
colored eyes gazing out over the
candy cane trees and caramel apple
trees.
Caramel apple trees grew
in chocolate dirt and needed to
absorb hot chocolate to complete

their photosynthesis. They were
accompanied by Medusa-like
licorice venus fly traps.
Among the trees you could find
rainbow Llamacorns frolicking.
Llamacorns fur made a great
place for black and white striped
cockroaches to live, and also made
it easy for the Pigwins who rode
them to hold on. Pigwins were kind
of like penguins but they were pink
and fluffy, oinked, and had curly
tails. Eating the cockroaches made
them super intelligent.
The island was surrounded
by rainbow-colored syrup water.

It would sometimes bubble for no
apparent reason but it wasn’t sticky.
At night it realeased microsize jell-o
dinosaurs and on the day when
the sky was blue it would release
amazing fireworks. It would rain
gumdrops and when they settled
into the syrup they created an
amazing gumdrop reef.
Getting around in a place like
this doesn’t sound easy, but you
could almost always find a mindoperated cotton candy cloud to fly
you around. Or you could grab a ride
in a candy car, pull on some rocket
shoes, or take a watermelon-fueled
time machine to an alternate candy
universe.
This beautiful land was home
to Aquatic Zapper, who looked like
a human with short electric blue

hair and one blue eye and one green
eye but also had long sharp teeth
and a long snakey tongue. They had
one regular leg and one that could
change between a robot leg and a
mermaid tail. They were born in
the gumdrop reef and lived under
the syrup water and camoflauged
to blend in. They could fly, see the
future, and were a great swimmer.
They had been shunned to the
jell-o island by the Dentist and was
determined to protect the islands
from him.
Dr. Reeces McFlurry, a dentist,
lived in an underground ship made
of vegetables and fruits. He had
white floss hair slicked down with
syrup, his arms were covered in
tattoos of veggies, and would often
wear a shirt featuring a tooth with

a cavity. His parents didn’t give him
candy when he was little so now he
doesn’t want anyone to have it. He
could magically turn sweets into
vegetables and had been prosecuted
for yanking the teeth of candyeating kids.
Thankfully Aquatic Zapper was
not alone in their quest to protect
the candy world, Dr. Donovan
Shift was a powerful ally. Dr.
Donovan wore glasses and knew
everything. It was usually blonde
but it’s hair changed color with its
emotions. It had purple camo skin
and came from another galaxy,
Aquatic Zapper invited it to live
with them. Dr. Donovan Shift also
had replication and shapeshifting
powers, and could fly.
Dr. McFlurry had also found

an ally in Jebly Jones (also known
as Jebly Belly). They were Italian
and had red hair and a mustache
covering their jell-o air head. They
had an oblique body and a sloppy
googly walk, could shapeshift,
make minions out of their own
body, and disappear when scared.
They lived as a recluse in an
underground cabin and were fueled
by the licorice medusa fly traps.
They wanted to avenge their father’s
death by the hands of Aquatic
Zapper and had gleaned a lot of evil
from watching movies.
One day Aquatic Zapper and
Dr. Donovan Shift were enjoying a
lovely afternoon tea. Little did they
know, Dr. Reeces McFlurry and Jebly
Jones were just outside waiting to
strike...

